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To have a closer look at changes we have made to improve our privacy approach and protect people’s information, visit our Privacy Matters page.
Manage your organisation's data privacy with proprietary statistical sampling and patent-pending AI-based segmentation technology.

- Identify and remediate highest risk areas and those who aren’t following proper data practices
- Take immediate action on risky data to reduce risk profile and track improvement
- Jumpstart the audit process with out-of-the-box categories of sensitive data
- Streamline audits with powerful risk visualisations and action frameworks showing remediation steps

www.breakwatersolutions.com
Minimise the Reach of Breach
Arm consumers with data, communication and control

As a leading global information and insights company, TransUnion aims to make trust possible between consumers and businesses. Because trust is never more valuable or vulnerable than during a data breach, we offer a series of integrated solutions that help turn potential disasters into empowering dialogues.

With TransUnion Credit Information Alerts and Dark Web Monitoring, businesses can enable affected people to monitor and detect signs of identity theft – and respond in real time to reduce the impact of a breach. In addition, TransUnion Data Breach Solutions support businesses with crisis communications management, helping them rebuild trust and confidence with consumers.

Whether you’re looking for proactive contingency or immediate support with an active incident, TransUnion can help you rapidly and effectively respond and remediate. Find us at stand 26 or connect with Mark Read via email or LinkedIn.

* A survey of 500 UK businesses was conducted on behalf of TransUnion between 23 July and 2 August 2021. The study spanned a wide range of sectors and ranged from small businesses of less than 50 employees to large organisations with 500 or more staff.

© 2022 TransUnion International UK Limited, registered in England and Wales with company number 3961970. Registered office: One Park Lane, Leeds, West Yorkshire LS3 1EP. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 22-2095161.
Welcome back, we’ve missed you.

It’s great to be back in person again. Visit the aosphere stand for a product demo of Rulefinder Data Privacy, our cross-border legal analysis service, and pick up a copy of one of our legal trackers.

Missing the event? Learn more and request a trial: aosphere.com/aos/dp